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Growing up cycling was a huge part of my life. I would ride for endless hours with my grandfather Stanley. He was an avid rider: able to 
still bike around the city even into his older days. That passion passed through to me, and combined with my love of cities, it has made 
me an avid urbanist. Philadelphia has all the ingredients to be THE example of an amazing, walkable, and density focused city with easy 
access to frequent, reliable public transportation. For far too long our local officials have not advocated for an equitable system for all. 
We can make Philadelphia a cleaner, safer and more equitable city for everyone and that all starts with good public policy.

Candidate Introduction:
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Other:

Yes

No

Other:

1 (a). Will you commit to reducing Philadelphia’s annual traffic deaths in half by 2026? 

1 (b). Do you support redesigning Philadelphia's most dangerous roadways if this means eliminating travel lanes for 
automobiles and parking spaces?

1 (c). Daylighting is a pedestrian safety measure achieved by replacing curb parking spaces near an intersection with 
flexible posts, planters, or bollards – increasing visibility for pedestrians and drivers. Do you support daylighting more 
intersections in Philadelphia if this means removing parking spaces? 

2. Will you support a ballot measure to establish a PHL Department of Transportation, combining the transportation division
of the Streets Department with the Office of Transportation, Infrastructure, and Sustainability (oTIS)?



Yes

No

Other:

Yes

No

Other:

Yes

No

Other:

Every Philadelphian should not  have to worry about possibly dying while going about their daily life. Establishing a Department of 
Transportation that houses oTIS and the Transportation Division from the Streets Department would help Philly achieve Vision Zero and 
safety goals in a much quicker fashion. We can achieve cleaner streets, widened sidewalks to encourage more walkability, and, removing 
parking spaces allowing for vision of incoming vehicles and people/bikes. By expanding the existing 30 miles of protected bike lanes in 
this city, and linking them with new protected lanes into a “bicycle highway” of sorts to safely travel across all neighborhoods by bike. By 
investing in and providing affordable public transit and speed enforcement cameras in areas with high traffic deaths (Roosevelt Blvd) we 
can save lives and reach our goals of a walkable, bikeable, pedestrian centered city.

ROADWAY SAFETY
For 5th Square's positions on these issues see: https://www.5thsq.org/2023_issues

Long Response:

3. After two terms in office, the Kenney Administration will have built 30 miles of protected bicycle lanes. Will you support 
an expansion of Philadelphia’s network of protected bicycle lanes by an additional 30 miles by 2028?

4 (a). The pilot speed camera program on Roosevelt Blvd has changed driver behavior, improved safety, and saved lives. Do 
you support making the speed cameras on Roosevelt Blvd permanent?

4 (b). Do you support expanding speed camera enforcement to more high-crash corridors across Philadelphia? 

Use this space if you’d like to elaborate on any of the above short response questions:

https://www.5thsq.org/2023_issues


I will fight tirelessly to protect the safety of our pedestrians and will work to transform the City of Philadelphia into one of the most 
pedestrian safety friendly & walkable cities. By committing to innovative, equitable policy and improving ongoing existing traffic safety 
efforts, we can assure we make a real impact on the enforcement of our City’s traffic laws and hold those accountable who continue to 
put others in danger. . We need to commit to being innovative to improve the ways we create and enforce improvements to traffic law to 
ensure maximum efficacy and overall improved safety. By doing the simplest of safety improvements like reducing speed limits to slow 
down traffic in high speed corridors, traffic cameras in high risk intersections/areas,  and creating safer street design with protected bike 
lanes and speed bumps

Illegally parked cars are the scourge of Philadelphia’s sidewalks and crosswalks and are an extreme hazard to pedestrians crossing the 
street. I plan to work with my colleagues in City Council to pass a Mayoral budget that fully addresses and funds street cleaning and 
safety. This includes including higher ticketing fines for crosswalk, bike lane, and bus lane parking, and towing repeats for every offense. 
These funds can go directly to improving our infrastructure, street safety, and SEPTA.

My plan begins with always fighting for a Mayoral budget that puts the public safety of all of our citizens first: we deserve basic civil 
services from our tax dollars. I would advocate for wider, pedestrian friendly sidewalks, crosswalks, and curb cuts. As a father with a 
young child I know how difficult it is to navigate our sidewalks with a stroller, or god forbid a construction obstruction making people 
have to walk dangerously in the street with no barrier. What about Philadelphians with a disability? They may use a wheelchair or another 
kind of assistive device to help them navigate, and our sidewalks are so torn up that they don’t have the accessibility they deserve. I 
wholeheartedly believe that losing a couple of parking spaces to provide larger space for pedestrian crossings is a no brainer. This 
provides  a clear view of oncoming traffic, and the accessibility and walkability in Philadelphia that we all deserve and that can make us a 
world class city when it comes to pedestrian safety and urbanism

PUBLIC SPACE

5. Despite the city taking a Vision Zero pledge to reduce traffic deaths to zero by 2030, more than 120 people died on city 
streets in 2022. What will you do to significantly lower the rates of traffic deaths in Philadelphia?

6. Many curb cuts, crosswalks, bus stops, and sidewalks across Philadelphia are routinely blocked by illegally-parked 
vehicles. How will you address this specific problem?

7. What is your plan to ensure the city’s sidewalks are safe and usable for all pedestrians, including people with disabilities 
and families with strollers?



For 5th Square's positions on these issues see: https://www.5thsq.org/2023_issues

Short Response:

TRANSIT

Yes

No

Other:

Yes

No

Other:

Cleaner streets is something every Philadelphian wants and was promised by many past Administrations who failed to deliver.  We’re 
tired of the litter and subsidizing what should be a weekly Streets Department service, with neighborhood sweeping, etc. and Citywide 
Clean-Ups ironically sponsored by the Streets Department. All non-compliant motorists MUST be ticketed and towed, provided a short 
adjustment period. Along with clean streets we absolutely have to boost and support the City’s restaurant industry. COVID brought 
devastation to it but also allowed restaurants to get creative to continue revenue. Streeteries allowed for neighborhoods to still enjoy 
their favorite bars and restaurants and help to keep them open (plus they look cool and are fun, let’s be real.) We should be encouraging 
usage of public space in the city and if we want to move in the future direction and not the past, kow towing to parking space warriors 
and creating a city that will make people want to clamor here. 

PUBLIC SPACE
For 5th Square's positions on these issues see: https://www.5thsq.org/2023_issues

Long Response:

1. Will you support an expansion of the current municipal street sweeping program, even if it means non-compliant
motorists may receive parking violations or have their vehicles towed?

2. Do you support easing regulations on outdoor dining streeteries and facilitating more parklets and pedestrian plazas
even if this means eliminating space for parking?

Use this space if you’d like to elaborate on any of the above short response questions:

https://www.5thsq.org/2023_issues
https://www.5thsq.org/2023_issues


By prioritizing programs that use data to target Philadelphia’s most vulnerable communities, I will work with the neighbors and my 
colleagues in City Council to implement greening programs and initiatives to combat blight, while also looking at the Public Health 
effects like asthma and depression. Unlike other elected officials, I will personally visit these communities to listen about their priorities 
and have educational meetings on why green spaces are scientifically proven to reduce the quality of life issues plaguing their 
neighborhoods. Combining data driven initiatives and neighborhood input, I promise to fight tooth and nail for policy that is equitable, 
efficient, and leads to groundbreaking programs. The PHS Philadelphia LandCare initiative partners with the City of Philadelphia on 
transforming vacant lots with gardening, greening, and tree planting programs that plant almost 13,000 trees annually. By strengthening 
this public-private program, we would be able to increase the speed at which vacant lots can be transformed and increase the amount of 
tree plantings. Planting trees may seem menial, but the foliage shade relieves the intense summer heat that bakes these dense 
communities. Picture how hot, miserable, and uncomfortable the dog days of summer are; now picture that same sun and heat but 
without trees to shade and green spaces to lounge in, dense pockets of brick row houses bake all day. We’ve all been in a bad mood 
because we’re hot and uncomfortable, but if we experience this constantly, year after year, violence is bound to happen and escalate into 
the crisis we have right now. This heat also contributes to very high rates of asthma among those who live there and being able to reduce 
those affects creates a healthier community and city. Combating blight by rehabbing the affected properties, we create a two for one 
situation where a home that once caused strife for the neighborhood can now potentially affordably house them. Creating safe green 
spaces, planting more trees, and tackling blight and illegal dumping, we will be able to transform communities for the better, and that’s 
what Philadelphia deserves 

First off, we need to fund our Streets Department and Sanitation Workers so that they can have everything they need and then some to be 
able to perform public services and materials to protect themselves while doing it. Supplementing regular sanitation services with 
weekly street cleaning is a non-starter, and implementing new task force programs, specifically for littering and illegal dumping, would 
provide more employment opportunities for well paying union jobs with the City of Philadelphia. I also have an idea of creating a city 
program that would create a structure in which people can apply for same-day-pay jobs to clean proposed routes with the highest 
concentration of illegal dumping. I believe if folks know that they have guaranteed pay at the end of each day, they’ll be highly 
incentivized to participate. 

The first step in every solution to a policy problem is increasing the amount budgeted to the appropriate departments. We need to better 
support our city workers, and in this case specifically, support The Free Library of Philadelphia program and the Parks & Recreation 
Department. I often hear horror stories from our public workers and the support they need and just cannot receive, ultimately leading to 
shutdown programs and no safe outlets for our youth.. We need to revamp our hiring process and think outside of the box and gear 
towards our future: the kids. We need to work with city high schools to establish apprenticeship programs that lead to summer jobs as 
lifeguards and PT year-round jobs at Rec Centers and Libraries.

3. Place-based interventions like greening vacant lots, repairing abandoned homes, and planting street trees in Philadelphia
is linked to a reduction in violent crime, a decrease in illegal dumping, and lower rates of depression among residents. How 
will your office work to accomplish these place-based interventions in historically-disinvested neighborhoods?

4. Philadelphia’s public spaces suffer from two main types of improper waste disposal: littering and illegal dumping. For
decades, the City’s reduction and removal efforts have been woefully inadequate. What would you do to solve this issue?

5. The city has struggled to staff and adequately fund city services, which has resulted in reduced hours at libraries, pools,
and recreation centers. How would you ensure consistent and convenient hours for these facilities?



TRANSPORTATION & TRANSIT

For 5th Square's positions on these issues see: https://www.5thsq.org/2023_issues

Short Response:

Yes

No

Other:

Yes

No

Other:

1. Do you support the City of Philadelphia enrolling all municipal employees into the SEPTA Key Advantage program?

2. Do you support the City establishing a fare discount program for low-income riders? 

https://www.5thsq.org/2023_issues


Yes

No

Other:

Yes

No

Other:

Yes

No

Other:

Yes

No

Other:

3. Do you support congestion pricing - a toll for vehicles entering Center City and University City during peak travel times - 
with funding used for improving public transportation?   

4. Do you support increasing the cost of monthly residential parking permits and using the funds for improving public 
transportation?  

5 (a). Do you support expanding bus-only lanes throughout Philadelphia, even if this means removing a lane of travel for 
personal vehicles or parking? 

5 (b). Do you support using camera technology to enforce bus-only lanes and bus stops by ticketing violators? 



Yes

No

Other:

Yes

No

Other:

Yes

No

Other:

Yes

No

Other:

6. Will you advocate for increasing local transit funding to SEPTA? 

7. Do you support a subway/metro line for Roosevelt Blvd? 

8. The City of Denver launched a popular e-bike rebate program in an effort to reduce vehicle miles traveled. The rebate 
program offered $1,200 for income-qualified residents and $400 for everyone else for e-bike purchases. Do you support a 
similar program here in Philadelphia? 

9. Do you support micro-mobility initiatives such as scooter share programs for Philadelphia?



By heavily investing in SEPTA we can provide more reliable, frequent, public transit services so that the city can have trust in riding a 
clean bus/train/trolley and feel comfortable and safe while doing so. I believe that seniors, public school students and city workers 
deserve free Key Cards to get to school, work, etc., and subsidizing them for low income residents. Expanding SEPTA’s reach with reliable 
and frequent routes to every corner of the city and to the counties, we can garner more ridership that creates revenue for new projects 
and micro mobility initiatives and incentives for e-bikes and scooters, while also reducing traffic and car dependence; this would boost 
tourists and suburbanites coming to the city and spending time and money here. 

TRANSPORTATION & TRANSIT
For 5th Square's positions on these issues see: https://www.5thsq.org/2023_issues

Long Response:

I said it once and I’ll say it again loudly every time: by heavily investing in SEPTA we can provide more reliable, frequent, public transit 
services so that people can rebuild trust with them. I seriously believe that a boosted SEPTA would reduce car dependence tremendously 
and provide steady revenue. Revisioning our sidewalks by widening them and expanding protected bike lanes allows for more walkability 
and accessibility, while simultaneously providing peace of mind for Philadelphians to know they can safely commute to work and not be 
hit and killed while doing so. I also will fully support a congestion charge as it de-incentivizes people to drive a car into and out of the 
city, and incentivizes people to ride public transit, walk, or bike to where they need to go. Combining these ideas into actual policy could 
make Philadelphia the urbanist’s Meccah. 

  

Funding, funding, funding…and more funding.  Even before COVID, SEPTA had been going downhill in reliability, safety, and cleanliness: 
the pandemic just exacerbated that. Outside of the main solution of funding, SEPTA needs to expand and revamp its services. By 
investing in building new fleets of vehicles, revamping the hiring process to expand employment and union membership, we would have 
the resources and workforce to expand routes into all neighborhoods, but making all of them RELIABLE ones. Roosevelt Boulevard has 
been the scene of way too many traffic deaths over the last couple of decades, and unfortunately, a recent initiative to expand the 
Market-Frankford Line by creating a stop near the Boulevard was shot down.  I would fight to not only expand access to the El from 
Roosevelt Boulevard, but also funding efficient and reliable routes in high traffic areas. 

PERSONAL TRAVEL HABITS

Use this space if you’d like to elaborate on any of the above short response questions:

10. What are your ideas for combating Philadelphia’s problem with traffic congestion?

11. What are your solutions to ensure SEPTA rebuilds its ridership post-pandemic?

https://www.5thsq.org/2023_issues


Never

Yearly

Monthly

Weekly

Daily

Never

Yearly

Monthly

Weekly

Daily

Never

Yearly

Monthly

Weekly

Daily

Yes

No

Other:

1. How often do you ride a bicycle for transportation in the city?

2. How often do you ride public transportation in the city?

3. How often do you travel by car in the city?

4. Will you commit to taking public transportation at least one week of each year while in office?



Currently I walk to work, but if elected to City Council I pledge to take the El to City Hall to show my active support to public transit.

HOUSING & LAND USE

For 5th Square's positions on these issues see: https://www.5thsq.org/2023_issues

Short Response:

Yes

No

Other:

Yes

No

Other:

5. How do you typically commute to work? Describe your experience traveling in Philadelphia and what you would do to 
improve it.

1. Do you support eliminating minimum parking requirements for all of Philadelphia’s zoning categories? 

2. Will you veto or vote against downzoning overlays? 

https://www.5thsq.org/2023_issues
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Other:
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Other:

The only way we can achieve equitable and affordable housing is by embracing density and building more ‘supply’ for the ‘demand’ as 
well as rehabbing vacant PHA properties and work to change zoning code on lots from single family to multiple family.

3. Do you support legalizing Single-Room Occupancy dwellings (SROs) in all multifamily and commercial zoning districts
across Philadelphia? 

4. Will you support designating Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) overlays city-wide, allowing increased commercial and
residential zoning density near all rail transit stations in Philadelphia? 

5. Should our city government encourage the growth of Philadelphia’s population back to 2 million residents?

6. Should our zoning allow for denser housing in high-income, high-amenity neighborhoods to accommodate more
residents? 

Use this space if you’d like to elaborate on any of the above short response questions:



HOUSING & LAND USE
For 5th Square's positions on these issues see: https://www.5thsq.org/2023_issues

Long Response:

The affordable housing crisis in Philadelphia has gotten out of control over the last few years creating unaffordable rent and an uptick in 
cohabitation, especially among Millennials and GenZ. By embracing density and equitable development, we can combat the affordable 
housing shortage. We need to change zoning code to create more multi-family and mixed commercial use lots so you can maximize the 
amount of housing on a lot, and create economic development by having mixed use commercial properties with tenants above and 
businesses on the first level. Development is often seen as a bad thing, a sign of gentrification, but if we go about it in a smart, 
community and data driven way we can come up with the supply for the demand. Helping residents access first-time homebuyer courses 
to educate them on the process, and upon completion, receive assistance with financial resources like grants along with realty resources 
to find a home in their price range

I can refer to my previous statements of how to go about embracing equitable development, rehabbing existing blighted properties 
across the city, and changing zoning code on lots to multifamily and mixed-use commercial. By doing so we increase the amount of 
housing so that it alleviates the demand, while providing for first-time homebuyer programs that result in access to financial and realty 
assistance: this provides education and crucial elements to buying a home. Multifamily and Mixed-Commercial use properties provide 
more housing supply and you guessed it, multiple units. I believe that the key to multifamily housing is having a minimum percentage of 
units that are affordable/accept rental vouchers, while also having market rate units for those seeking to be homeowners. Commercial 
units below allow for locally owned businesses to operate and provide employment, creating economic development in the 
neighborhood. The real key to success in this is education: folks need to be properly educated and given the necessary resources to 1.) 
dispel the myth of bad development and explain equitable development in communities and 2.) education and resources for 
homeownership.

7. The affordability crisis hits renters harder than owners. Philadelphia Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC)
estimates the city needs about 70,000 affordable rental units to meet demand. How will you address this affordable
housing shortage?

8. Record low housing supply has pushed up home prices, closing off the possibility of home ownership to many first-time
homebuyers. The median home value in the Philadelphia metropolitan area has reached $320,000, increasing $100,000 
from 5 years ago. How can we keep neighborhoods affordable and sustainable as Philadelphia sees more growth and 
development?

https://www.5thsq.org/2023_issues


We first need to address and allocate the Build Back Better funds given to PA and Philadelphia to directly address our infrastructure, 
including schools. By investing those dollars into fixing our streets, heavily funding both SEPTA and The School District of Philadelphia, 
and making Philadelphia a dense, accessible, and walkable city through equitable development. Federal dollars would provide projects 
that need workers, creating good union jobs so ALL Philadelphians can have the wages and benefits they deserve; while simultaneously 
building up the city. 
The conditions of our school buildings, especially in lower income neighborhoods, are despicable to say the least. If we properly fund our 
schools we can give our kids, our future, spaces where they don’t have to worry about lead in the water or asbestos exposure or falling 
through floors, they can have a safe and comfortable building to learn in. This also provides good union jobs for the actual fixes to the 
buildings and long term maintenance jobs,, but also attracting teachers back and expanding PFT membership. Quality schools are what 
families leave the city for, which is partially understandable given that we want the best education for our children, and quality, well 
staffed and resourced schools will provide a reason to stay and attract people back.
I believe the final components of maintaining and bringing people back into the City of Philadelphia is development, specifically equitable 
development to provide quality, affordable housing for everyone. If we overhaul our zoning code to create more multi-family and mixed 
commercial use lots, you can maximize the amount of housing on the lot and simultaneously have economic development in 
communities with the commercial businesses on the first level of the building. By heavily investing in SEPTA we can provide more 
reliable, frequent, public transit services so that people can fully rely on travel on our transit systems and reduce traffic and car 
dependence, creating an urbanist’s dream

CLOSING STATEMENT

From day one of my campaign, I promised myself that I would run on a platform that emphasizes equity in our city’s legislative priorities. 
That absolutely means promoting a version of our city that commits to clean streets, abundant and affordable housing, and better 
infrastructure creating improved mobility. Our city is at a critical juncture: with unprecedented federal investment pouring into our region, 
we have the opportunity to enhance our status as a world-class city. In between New York and D.C., with 100 million people within 100 
miles, investments in the right infrastructure to support cultural institutions, small businesses, and tourism will make us one of the 
greatest hubs of people in the world.

9. Philadelphia faces some serious headwinds from more residents and businesses considering leaving the city for the
suburbs, more than at any point in the last two decades. What do you think must happen to ensure the region’s economic 
recovery after the COVID-19 pandemic comes out in urban-Philadelphia’s favor?

Tell us more about what you bring to the table as an ally for urbanist politics in City Hall. Why should 5th Square endorse 
you over other candidates running for your position? What makes you the right person to advance the urbanist movement’s 
goals politically at the local level? 
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